
Universal Studios
No Ride

Scavenger Hunt

Thanks to ‘Jennyturin’ and the forum folks at 
touringplans.com for the inspiration. many of these 

come directly from Jenny’s ideas.

Production 
Central

San Francisco

Hollywood

Find the real banana tree and take a photo.

In an alley near Revenge of the Mummy, you’ll 
find a pig on a poster whats its name?

What brand of Cola can you see outside Jimmy 
Fallon’s ride through new york?

Whose Gym can you visit in ‘new york’?

What fish tank decoration is on display at the What fish tank decoration is on display at the 
pet shop that would be at home under the sea?

Bonus, get a photo of a manhole cover from 
each area of the park. 

Take a selfie with Bruce careful of his big smile.

Find the ‘man at the wheel’ and snap a picture.

Find the Delorean car from Bact to the future, 
what brand of tires does it have?

Ask ‘Doc’ what year it is.

W oody W oodpecker 
Kidzone

Find and take a selfie with Gary the Snail and 
Curious George.

Get wet.

Springfield
U.S.A.

Make an ‘MMmmm Donuts video clip with 
the giant donut at lard lads.

Take a prank call in Moe’s Tavern. What 
did they say?

Pick up the phone outside the Kwik E Mart 
when it rings, who called?

Take a selfie with the Duff brewery 
Topiaries.Topiaries.

eat my short ‘

Take a picture of a 
manhole cover from 
each zone of the park 
some areas have 
covers representing 
different Cities and 

Places.
Can you find more Can you find more 

than 10?

DIAGON ALLEY
Dial MAGIC in the red phone booth, who an-
swered your call?

Take a picture of Kreacher the house elf.

Wear a robe at Madam Malkin’s and ask the 
mirror for her opinion, what did she think?

Visit a goblin at the money exchange and ask if 
he knows Harry Potter? and if he is an Elf?

What is inside the vanishing cabinet in Borgin 
and Burkes?

Take a picture of a fire breathing Dragon.

Make a video clip of you talking to a snake at 
the Magical Menagerie.

What two magical creatures can you see whn 
you look up at the Magical Menagerie?

Ask the Knight Bus Conductor if he has heard Ask the Knight Bus Conductor if he has heard 
any rumors about Voldemort?

What’s in the back window of the Knight Bus?

How many Banshees are there in the Celestina 
Warbeck and the banshees show?

What can you hear inside the daily prophet?

What happens if you stand under the leaky What happens if you stand under the leaky 
Cauldron sign?

What Colour lights flash under Borgin and 
Burkes? What does it mean?

Take a break
Phew your doing great!

Grab an Ice cream, a Butter Beer, 
or a sit down in some sweet sweet 

air condioned spot. 
good work so far.


